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Introduction

Introduction
In Kerkrade Dutch three standard markers can be used to introduce
comparative clauses: dan (1) ‘than’, wie ‘how’ (2) and a combination of
both dan wie (3).
(1)

Ich bin grosser dan du.
I am taller than you’
‘I am taller than you.’

(2)

Ich bin grosser wie-ts-tu.
I am taller how-agr-you
‘I am taller than you.’

(3)

Ich bin grosser dan wie-ts-tu.
I am taller than how-agr-you
‘I am taller than you.’
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Introduction

Traditionally standard markers are analysed as being a C-head of a
single CP (Bresnan 1973, Lechner 2004, Merchant 2009).
I show that a Force-Fin split (Rizzi 1997, Bennis 1997) for the
complementizer domain of comparative clauses is more suited to
account for the data of Kerkrade Dutch.
Dan is in the specifier of Force.
Wie is an operator in the specifier of the Finite head.
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A standard marker is the element introducing the standard of the
comparative.
(5)

Jill is taller than Fred.
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Similar functions as in standard Dutch
Adverb of time (then)
After conditional clauses (if...then)
Standard marker (than)
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Wie ‘how’

More German influences
To introduce temporal clauses (when)
Comparison of equality (as...as)
To express similarity (like)
Manner wh-adverb (how)
Standard marker (than)
One and the same element, but different semantic readings are a
consequence of different structural environments (Corver 2021)
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Traditional single CP-analysis

Excursus: operators

(7)

I wrote more letters than he wrote [x-many letters].
The operator undergoes A-bar movement from within the degree
phrase to the specifier of CP (Chomsky 1977)
Operators are often wh-items, such as how and what (Bacskai-Atkari
2018).

(8)

I wrote more letters than how many letters he wrote.
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If wie were an operator or wh-element in the spec of CP, we would
expect the order wie dan.
A Force-Fin split is necessary to account for the Kerkrade data (infra).
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Necessity of a Force-Fin split
1) Wie shows complementizer agreement
Complementizer agreement: Complementizers agree in phi-features
with the embedded subject in certain dialects of German and Dutch
(Koppen 2017)
wie shows agreement with subject of comparative clause when it is in
2nd person sg.
(10)

Ich bin grosser dan wie-ts-tu.
I am taller than how-agr-you
‘I am taller than you.’

(11)

Ich bin grosser wie-ts-tu.
I am taller how-agr-you
‘I am taller than you.’
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Necessity of a Force-Fin split

Dan does not show complementizer agreement.
(12) *Ich bin grosser dan-ts-tu.
I am taller than-agr-you
‘I am taller than you’
Complementizer agreement occurs on complementizers of finite
clauses. In case of a lack of a complementizer, the agreement ending
phonologically attaches to the wh-phrase (Haegeman 1992, Rizzi
1997, Koppen 2017).
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Necessity of a Force-Fin split

Necessity of a Force-Fin split

2) Wie can occur in non-comparative finite constructions.
(13)

Nu wie-ts-tu fertig bis darfste
jare
now how.Agr.you ready are can.Agr.you go
‘Now that you are ready, you can go.’

Wie is responsible for finiteness rather than comparative status.
See Corver (2021): Hoe ´how’, in the specifier of C, can behave like the
conjunction dat ‘that’, which typically introduces finite clauses.
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3) The Fin-head can be overt as dat ‘that’.
(14)

Ich bin grosser dan dat-s-tu
bis.
I am taller than that-agr-you are
‘I am taller than you are.’

(15)

Ich bin grosser wie dat-s-tu
bis.
I am taller how that-agr-you are.
‘I am taller than you are.’

Dat typically introduces finite clauses in the dialect.
(16)

Ich denk dat-s-e
veul zols moese voet werpe.
I think that-agr-you much will have.to away throw
‘I think that you will have to throw away a lot.’
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Dat cannot occur in comparatives with dan wie.
(17)

Et sieht hem hofter
dan wie *(dat) sie dich ziet.
she sees him more.often than how *(that) she you sees
‘She sees him more often than she sees you.’

Doubly filled comp effect (Chomsky and Lasnik 1977)
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(18)
ForceP
spec

Force’

Force

Wie dat

FinP
(19)

wie
Fin
dat

Fin’

Ich bin groser wie dat-s-tu
bis.
I am taller how that-agr-you are.
‘I am taller than you are.’

TP
...tOp
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Fin
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∅
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specifier of Fin
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...tOp

The Fin head cannot be overt
because of the doubly filled
comp filter
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Some tests to discern the difference between phrasal and clausal
comparatives (Lechner 2020)
PC

CC

Accusative case

✓

X

R-Extraction with wh-movement

✓

X

Anaphor binding

✓

X

More than one constituent

X

✓

Other than DP

X

✓

Pied-piping

✓

X

Negative concord

✓

X

Sensitivity to island effects

✓

X
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